Move-in Day Traffic Flow
September 22-25, 2020
Please see the legend on next page for more detailed information about the move-in process.

COVID19 TESTING REQUIRED PRIOR TO CHECK-IN
Please visit the UCI Bren Events Center at your scheduled time (separate appointment time from your Plaza Verde check-in time) prior to coming to Plaza Verde. You may park in the Mesa Parking Structure.

After your test, please proceed east on Campus Drive and head to Plaza Verde. Plaza Vere Parking Structure Driveway entrance is immediately after California Avenue on Campus Drive.
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All check-ins will take place by the Plaza Verde Parking Structure (PLZVPS). All students checking in must enter the area from CAMPUS DRIVE (Eastbound). To assist with traffic flow in the area, all Plaza Verde residents should queue into PLZVPS along the eastbound curb of Campus Drive. All check-ins will take place in a “drive-thru” while resident stay in their vehicle. UCI Transportation Traffic Directors will be on-site to assist with traffic flow and enforce parking limits. Residents who do not plan on bringing a vehicle on-site for unloading purposes may park their vehicle in the East Campus Parking Structure (ECPS) at Floors 2-6 (yellow unmarked stalls).

*** All residents check-in MUST successfully complete the online “Resident Move-in Registration Form” and receive a confirmed move-in date/time.

All check-in dates and times will be assigned and will be by-appointment only. Check-in will take place at the Plaza Verde Parking Structure (from the Campus Drive entrance). “Drive-thru” check-in will be used during this process. * Please plan accordingly. “Walk-in” check-ins will not be permitted during the regular check-in process. *** ALL RESIDENTS MUST COMPLETE COVID19 TESTING PRIOR TO CHECK-IN. Please review your check-in confirmation email for more information.

PLAZA VERDE PARKING STRUCTURE (PLZVPS): From Tuesday, September 22nd to Friday, September 25th, PLZVPS will strictly be used for drive-thru check-in and as a short-term (30 minute) unloading zone for Move-in purposes only. After 30 minutes, all vehicles must move their vehicle off-campus or to the East Campus Parking Structure for longer-term unloading (limited spaces available). UCI Transportation Traffic Directors will be on-site to assist with traffic flow and enforce parking limits.

PLZVPS will not be available for regular resident parking use until 5:00pm, Saturday, September 26, 2020. Resident vehicles may park in any unmarked stall within PLZVPS. Vehicles with state-issued “Clear-Air” stickers/decals may park in designated “Clear Air Zone” spaces provided they are a registered Plaza resident vehicle or visitor that has purchased PLZVPS visitor parking. Please see the Plaza Verde Front Desk for more information.

EAST CAMPUS PARKING STRUCTURE (ECPS): Located at 670 California Avenue, Irvine, CA 92617 — For move-in weekend only, ECPS serves as the “long-term” unloading zone for Plaza Verde. Vehicles may park in any unmarked yellow space on Floors 2-6. Beginning 8:00am on Tuesday, September 22nd, ECPS will serve as the overflow parking for Plaza Verde residents (unmarked yellow stalls in Floors 2-6) as well as Plaza Verde Visitors (located adjacent to the Main Entrance on the 2nd Floor, visitor permits may be purchased at the ECPS parking kiosk). Plaza Verde residents and visitors are not authorized to use the two surface lots adjacent to ECPS (LOT ARC and LOT 36).

NO ENTRY: Certain areas will be closed to vehicle traffic on both Move-in Days. Entry into the Plaza Verde Parking Structure along Arroyo Drive will be CLOSED. Entry into the circle driveway of Plaza Verde, adjacent to the Plaza Verde Community Center, will be CLOSED. No parking at LOT ARC or LOT 36. Plaza Verde residents and visitors are not authorized to utilize the “AV LOT” across the street as this lot is for the exclusive use of Arroyo Vista residents. The AV Lot will be closed to Plaza Verde residents on both move-in days and will continue to be unavailable for Plaza Verde use even after move-in weekend.